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Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802 this petition is being submitted to seek clarification or change to the 
standard for sustaining a violation 10 CFR 50.7 (and similar regulations throughout 10 CFR). 
The change/clarification is necessitated, in my view, by part of the Commission's decision in a 
TVA discrimination case (CLI-04-024). The standard for sustaining a violation of the applicable 
employee protection regulation should be by a preponderance of the evidence that: 1) An 
employee engaged in a protected activity 2) the employee was discriminated against (was the 
subject of an adverse action) for engaging in that activity and 3) whether or not non
discriminatory reasons also played a role in the adverse action, should not affect the decision of 
whether a violation occurred if the staff can show by a preponderance of the evidence that 
discrimination was a contributing factor in the adverse action. 

I am submitting this petition now because there is now sufficient anecdotal evidence (including a 
significant recent decline in the number discrimination allegations submitted as well as a decline 
in the percentage of discrimination allegations that were determined to meet the threshold for 
investigation) to indicate that the Commission decision in the TVA discrimination case (CLI-04
24) may be having an adverse effect on how potential filers view NRC handling of discrimination 
cases and how such cases are being considered in the internal NRC review process. Further, I 
think it is important that this issue be clarified prior to the start of construction on any new power 
reactors under 10 CFR Part 52 and now that an application has been received for a high level 
waste repository. 

In Commission decision CLI 04-024) the Commission states "Accordingly, we think it 
appropriate in NRC whistleblower cases for our licensing boards to ask Section 211 's two 
questions: (1) Did the NRC Staff show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that protected 
activity was a "contributing factor" in an unfavorable personnel action? (2) Did the employer 
show, by "clear and convincing evidence," that it would have taken the same personnel action 
regardless of the protected activity? It is the use of the "clear and convincing" portion of the test 
outlined in the Commission decision that should be eliminated or, at a minimum, clarified or 
modified. 

10 CFR 50.7 (a) states in part that discrimination by a Commission licensee against an 
employee for engaging in certain protected activities is prohibited. Discrimination includes 
discharge and other actions that relate to compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of 
employment. 

10 CFR 50.7 (d) states "Actions taken by an employer, or others which adversely affect an 
employee may be predicated upon non-discriminatory grounds. The prohibition applies when 
the adverse action occurs because the employee has engaged in protected activities. An 
employee's engagement in protected activities does not automatically render him or her immune 
from discharge or discipline for legitimate reasons or from adverse action dictated by non
prohibited considerations." 

Prior to the Commission's decision in the TVA discrimination case (CLI-04-024) the staff would 
conclude a violation of the applicable employee protection regulation occurred if it could be 
shown by a preponderance of the evidence that an employee engaged in protected activity and 
was the subject of an adverse action for engaging in that protected activity. The provisions of 
50.7(d) would only apply where it was shown that solely non-discriminatory grounds were the 
basis of an adverse action against the employee or said another way, discriminatory motives 
where not a contributing factor. 



In the TVA decision referenced above, the Commission established that even if the staff can 
establish by a preponderance of the evidence that an employee engaged in protected activity 
and was at least, in part, discriminated against for engaging in that activity, if the employer can 
then show by clear and convincing evidence that the adverse action would have been taken in 
the absence of the protected activity there is no "liability" (see CLI-04-24 top of page 23). As the 
NRC's role is not to provide a personal remedy, avoiding liability has been interpreted to mean 
that if a clear and convincing showing is made by the employer, no violation has occurred. This 
view that Commission intended liability to equate to no finding of violation is supported by 
language in the Discussion section of the decision (see CLI-04-024 top of page 8). 
"...whistleblowers will prevail. ..unless the employer comes back with "clear and convincing 
evidence"... ". In common usage, to prevail is to win and or to triumph and absent specific 
direction in the decision, the interpretation, that no violation occurred if the employer prevails in 
providing clear and convincing evidence, is a reasonable one. 

If that is in fact the interpretation the Commission intended: 

1. While the Commission is free to interpret its own regulations, the legal standard for a civil 
violation is a preponderance of the evidence. That the legal standard is met when the staff is 
able to show that discrimination played a contributing factor in the adverse action because 
pursuant to 50.7 and Section 211 of the Energy Reorganization Act (ERA), discrimination playing 
a contributing factor in the adverse action is a violation of 50.7. The addition of the clear and 
convincing test in effect raises the standard for concluding a violation exists from a 
preponderance to somewhere between preponderance and clear and convincing. The 
argument has been made that the staff has met its burden when it shows by a preponderance of 
the evidence that discrimination played a contributing factor and that the clear and convincing 
test is an "affirmative defense" that can be raised by the licensee. I agree the licensee can raise 
that affirmative defense but only with regard to the sanction to be applied and not whether a 
violation occurred. 

2. The additional clear and convincing test established by the Commission directly conflicts with 
the present language of 50.7(d). The regulation states "the prohibition applies when the adverse 
action occurs because the employee has engaged in protected activity." As constructed by the 
Commission in the decision, the prohibition against discrimination now applies, if and only if, the 
employer is unable to show by clear and convincing evidence that the adverse action would 
have been taken in absence of the protected activity. The effects of that change may be 
significant. In NRC cases it is the staff that pursues the case against the licensee when 
discrimination is alleged. However, the whistleblower's cooperation is essential and in many 
cases he/she in parallel is pursuing a claim in the DOL process. Resolution in either venue can 
be a very long and stressful process. To now add the possibility that a finding of discrimination 
will not be sustained even after demonstrating by a preponderance of the evidence that 
discrimination was a contributing factor in the adverse action will cause and in fact may now be 
causing some number of people to not enter the process given the reduced chances of success. 

3. A review of Section 211 of the ERA subsection (b)(3) clearly indicates that the approach 
used by DOL (and previously applied by the NRC staff and it should be noted the Board in the 
TVA case) is correct and the test of the TVA decision is improper. Specifically, (b)(3)(C) has the 
Secretary make a determination relative to whether a violation exists and then in (D) the clear 
and convincing evidence test is used to determine if relief is warranted for the violation. 
Nowhere in the statute is the clear and convincing evidence test used to determine the existence 
of a violation. 



4. The Commission makes a statement in the decision I am in agreement with related to the 
issue of how to evaluate discrimination claims. "General employment discrimination law is, in 
short, ever-changing and often perplexing. But we need not wade into those deep waters to 
decide this case. Such questions as whether our case is a "pretext" case or a "dual motive" 
case, whether we have before us "direct" or "circumstantial" evidence, and whether (and when) 
the burdens of evidence production and persuasion should shift between the parties require 
subtle and complex analysis. But Congress rendered such analysis unnecessary when in 1992 it 
enacted a special evidentiary framework for nuclear whistleblowing cases -- namely, Section 211 
of the ERA. As one court has put it, Section 211 "is clear and supplies its own free-standing 
evidentiary framework," a framework that displaces "the sprawling body of general employment 
discrimination law."45 The Commission then goes on to make a statement that is inconsistent 
with Section 211 with regard to establishing a violation "Section 211 establishes a simple two
part approach: (1) employees (or, as in our case, the NRC Staff) must show that whistleblowing 
activity was a "contributing factor" in an unfavorable personnel action; and (2) if that showing is 
made, employers still may escape liability if they demonstrate, by "clear and convincing 
evidence," that they would have taken the same personnel action anyway, regardless of the 
whistleblowing activity." It is correct that the test established by Section 211 has two parts but 
the first part alone is used to establish whether a violation occurred and the second relates to 
remedy to be applied. 

5. The Commission decision goes on to state "Where does our conclusion leave the present 
case? As we read the Licensing Board decision, it (in effect) applied the "contributing factor" 
prong of Section 211,58 but not the "clear and convincing" prong. Indeed, as we mentioned 
above, the Board expressly declined to undertake Section 211 's "clear and convincing evidence" 
inquiry.59 In reducing the NRC Staffs $110,000 civil penalty, however, the Board referred to "the 
small role that protected activities may have played in leading to the adverse action against 1\I1r. 
Fiser.,,60 This statement, along with a similar statement by Judge Young in her partial dissent,61 
suggests the possibility -- unexplored by the Board -- that there may be "clear and convincing" 
record evidence justifying a finding that TVA would have taken action against Mr. Fiser 
regardless of his whistleblowing activity. Thus we have decided to vacate the Board's decision 
sustaining the civil penalty against TVA and to remand the proceeding to the Board to consider 
whether the record contains clear and convincing evidence justifying TVA's personnel action on 
non-discriminatory grounds." It should not be surprising that the Board did not apply the clear 
and convincing prong as the Board recognized, consistent with Section 211, that the 
preponderance determination was all that was necessary to determine a violation occurred. 
What the Board apparently did not like was that once they made the determination that a 
violation occurred that the sanction for a violation in case where, in their view, discrimination 
played a lesser role could be the same as the sanction in a case where discrimination was the 
major reason for the adverse action against the employee. That is an understandable concern 
however to address it by folding the "clear and convincing" prong into the determination of a 
violation is not the correct approach. An option for addressing that issue is provided below. 

6. The standard set by the Commission sets a different standard for concluding in an NRC 
proceeding that a violation of the employee protection regulations occurred than is presently 
used by the Department of Labor. Prior to the TVA decision, the NRC staff's determination of 
violations of the employee protection standard was consistent with standard used by DOL. 
DOL has an added responsibility beyond the determination of a violation and that is to provide 
the individual a personal remedy. Because of that responsibility, after a violation is determined 
to exist, DOL uses the clear and convincing test to determine whether a personal remedy is 
appropriate. In the DOL process once a determination is made that a violation has occurred (an 
employee who engaged in protected activity received an adverse action at least in part for 
engaging in protected activity), a personal remedy will not be provided if the employer can show 



by clear and convincing evidence that but for the protected activity the adverse action would 
have been taken anyway. Such a determination that no remedy is warranted in no way affected 
the fact that a violation of the regulation has occurred (which it now does in the f\IRC process). 
The intended separation of preponderance of evidence to establish a violation and clear and 
convincing evidence to determine remedy is well illustrated in the DOL Administrative Review 
Board decision in Kester vs. CP&L (ARB Case No. 02-007, September 30,2003, see discussion 
beginning the second full paragraph of page 12). In particular, in the third full paragraph on that 
page, the decision states "... Kester proved by a preponderance of evidence that CP&L 
discriminated. Therefore, we conclude that CP&L violated the Act. (Emphasis added). The 
decision then goes on to discuss the application of the clear and convincing test to determine 
personal remedy. 

What these two, now differing standards, for determining violations of the underlying statute 
(Energy Reorganization Act Section 211) sets up is real probability that at some time in the near 
future an individual will complain to both DOL and NRC about a case of potential discrimination 
and given the exact same facts evaluated in the exact or similar manner, one agency could 
conclude that a violation occurred (DOL) while the other concludes that no violation occurred 
(NRC). The lack of coherence in the message from two regulatory agencies when considering 
the same fact set should be viewed as problematic. 

7. Looking at the intent of the employee protection regulations two goals are evident: a) ensure 
that individuals who raise concerns are in fact protected from discrimination and b) by having 
such regulations in place, foster a Safety Conscious Work Environment, as discussed in the 
Commission Policy Statement on that subject. Throughout the background information and the 
policy statement itself there is language that states employees should be free to raise concerns 
"without fear of retaliation" and "This retaliation is unacceptable and unlawful." If the staff is able 
to show by a preponderance of the evidence that discriminatory motives played a contributing 
factor in an employer's decision to take an adverse action yet the NRC takes no action, which 
the Commission's decision permits, then employees could, in fact, fear retaliation and they will 
come to recognize that some amount of retaliation is in fact acceptable, contrary to the intent of 
the policy statement. 

8. Some will argue that without a test like that set up in TVA decision that when there is even a 
hint that protected activity might have played a role an adverse action (or metaphorically this has 
been expressed as "the single drop of oil in the ocean") that the staff will conclude that 
discrimination occurred. That argument should be rejected for the following reasons: (a) the 
staff still has the burden to prove a violation existed by a preponderance of the evidence. If 
there is only the "hint of discrimination" the staff will not be able to meet its burden (b) Section 
211 states that discrimination must play "a contributing factor" in the decision to take an adverse 
action. Two points need to be made here. First, discrimination does not need to be the primary 
or only motivation rather, a contributing factor that the staff has the burden to show by a 
preponderance of the evidence. Second, what constitutes a contributing factor is going to vary 
based on the specific case and such a determination does not lend itself to a mechanistic 
percentage determination. Hypothetically, under TVA construction, discrimination could be 
alluded to in a layoff notice no violation might be the outcome (if it was only a contributing factor 
and not the clear and convincing basis), (c) If the staff was routinely, in fact, applying such a low 
standard (the "hint" or "one drop" standard) there would likely be at least dozens of 
discrimination cases each year for which the staff takes action and similar large numbers of such 
cases successfully challenged. The Enforcement Program Annual Reports for a number of 
years prior to the Commission decision in the TVA case contain few (2 or 3 substantiated cases 
each year). Small numbers of such cases (and maybe a few more that were handled as non



escalated actions and therefore not captured in the report) across the tens of thousands of 
employees involved in the various aspects of NRC regulated activity over entire years. Such 
statistics undermine any argument that NRC staff application of the discrimination regulations 
have to be further controlled by a test such as the one contained in the Commission decision. 

Alternative Approaches: 1) The Commission could eliminate the use of the clear and convincing 
standard in determination of a violation and return to the approach used by the staff prior to the 
decision or 2) The Commission could apply it in a different place. The Commission could, for 
instance, consider changing the Commission's Enforcement Policy to state that in cases where 
a violation of the employee protection regulations have been established but the employer can 
show by clear and convincing evidence that absent the protected activity the adverse action 
would have been taken anyway, a reduce civil penalty or no civil penalty will normally be issued. 

Placing the clear and convincing test into consideration of the sanction rather than in the 
determination of a violation would reestablish preponderance of the evidence as the standard for 
this civil enforcement matter and would align the use of clear and convincing in the NRC process 
with how it is used by DOL (where it is used in the personal remedy process or, if you will, the 
process in which the company is sanctioned). Additionally, there are a number of other benefits. 
First, the regulatory approach for violation determination between DOL and the NRC remains 
consistent. Second, similar to the DOL process, though a violation occurred the fact that an 
employee would have received the adverse action for non-discriminatory reasons reduces the 
impact of the violation on the employer without eliminating it. Finally, the issuance of the 
violation would require the employer to take corrective actions for a case where, despite clear 
and convincing non-discriminatory reasons, supervisors and managers improperly allowed 
discriminatory reasons to playa part, albeit only a contributing one, in the adverse action. While 
some might argue that issuance of a violation without a penalty would be a "hollow victory" most 
whistleblowers would not. The contractor who administers the NRC ADR program has found 
that most of the individuals who raise such concerns place more value in a) their complaint being 
substantiated and b) the corrective actions the licensee will have to take to prevent a recurrence 
of such an action than they do in any monetary award they may get or any monetary sanction the 
licensee may receive. 

In sum, the determination that a violation existed ensures that an environment where employees 
are free to raise concerns is maintained and at the same time, limiting the sanction for the 
violation, in such cases, will reinforce the message to employees that they are, in fact, also 
accountable to their management for their performance. 




